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The January 24, 1983 issue of Time Magazine 
featured Kurt Andersen's cover worthy article, 
The Death Penalty: An Eye for an Eye. In the 
article, among others, Andersen interviewed 
twenty-three-year-old, Alabama death row 
inmate, Mitch Rutledge. Shortly after its 
publication, Burt Folsom (2015) read that 
article and was astonished by the story and 
interview with Mitch Rutledge. While the 
article focused on Rutledge’s confessed crime, 
it also highlighted the young man’s inability to 
read and write, and his reported IQ of 84. But 
it was not Rutledge’s apparent lack of 
education and intellect, or even the 1981 
murder for which Mitch Rutledge had been 
convicted that moved Burt Folsom to action. 
No, what struck Folsom about the Mitch 
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Rutledge interview was, out of all the death-
row prisoners Andersen had interviewed for 
his article, Mitch Rutledge, was the only 
convicted murder who conveyed remorse, and 
said he was sorry for what he had done. 
Moreover, what Burt Folsom found 
inhumanly insensitive and offensive was, 
despite Mitch Rutledge’s open remorse and 
repentance, Andersen concluded that Mitch 
Rutledge was disposable, “not worth killing” 
(p. 81). And, according to Andersen in the 
final words of his article, we (i.e., society) 
should, "Forget him" (p. 79).  

Death on Hold is a biographical 
memoir of redemption and rehabilitation, 
caringly accented with poems and reflections 
from the heart and mind of Mitch Rutledge, 
framed in the redemptive power of God’s love, 
forgiveness, and purpose. In Death on Hold, 
authors Burton and Anita Folsom (2015) 
launch readers on a heartfelt journey, that 
ventures along the road from ruin to 
redemption, guided by Mitch Rutledge himself.  
From the trials and tribulations of his tragic and 
traumatic youth. The opening chapters tell the 
story of how young Mitch was abandoned by 
his father, witnessed the death of his mother, 
and was discarded to the streets, where he 
quickly became submerged in the dog-eat-dog 
world of con-men and criminals, engaging in, 
human sexual exploitation, drugs, and violence. 
All of which led him in and out of jail and 
prison throughout most of his adolescence, 
before finally leading him to commit murder, 
and delivering him to Alabama’s death-row by 
the age of twenty-one.  

Told with simplistic eloquence, Death 
on Hold is a faith affirming, coming to grace, 
account of the once lost, hopeless, and 
seemingly forgotten Mitch Rutledge, that is an 
easy and emotional read. Likewise, authors 
Burton and Anita Folsom (2015) deliver a 
straightforward story of how God chose to 
reveal Himself to a murderer, through a meek 
and frightened young man, hiding under a 
bench, clutching a Bible, in a jail cell, before 

explaining how they (Burt and Anita Folsom) 
and others, were moved, through the power of 
the Holy Spirit, in Christ, to love their neighbor 
(Matthew 22:39). Revealing how God brought 
angels, in the form of strangers, together 
(Matthew 25:39), to restore hope, and help save 
and reshape a life that had been judged to be, 
not worth saving. But as Death on Hold reveals, 
God had a different plan for Mitch Rutledge’s 
life. 
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Faith Forward Future, written by Chad 
Veach, is a straightforward book that details 
some of the author’s own journey through 
disappointments, struggles inherent in human 
growth processes, and insights into how best 
to move through difficulties with resilience, 
hope, and a strengthened Christian faith. 
Veach is pastor of Zoe LA, a large evangelical 
church with multiple locations in Los Angeles, 
California. This 209-page book is laid out in 5 
parts totaling 12 chapters. Each part ends with 
“5 takeaways” that reiterate the main lessons 
from those chapters. The takeaways offer 
application advise as well as clarification of 
substantive messages from the text. 

It is clear from the book’s beginning 
that the author is accustomed to addressing a 
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young audience. He served as a youth pastor 
for many years, and his style of 
communicating and inclusion of current 
cultural phenomena demonstrates his 
awareness of and sensitivity to influences on 
adolescents and young adults. He references 
social media and music popular among that 
age group throughout the book, and he moves 
rather quickly from subject to subject – 
capturing and sustaining the attention of those 
accustomed to continual stimulation. 

Veach shares details of his life’s 
journey through broken dreams, moral failings 
during the early years of youth ministry, and 
God’s presence and grace through it all. His 
honesty regarding personal disappointments 
and failures lends credence to the sincerity 
with which he approaches the reading 
audience. He also interweaves scriptural 
accounts of the lives of prophets and disciples 
into the book illustrating how the nature to err 
inherent in humans does not render them 
useless to God and the building of His 
kingdom. Rather, he argues God’s power is 
shown through His ability to transform even 
the most confused, conflicted, and stubborn 
into faithful servants who live out the gospel 
and impact the world in profoundly positive 
ways. 

This author does not give only half the 
story. He is thorough in his descriptions of the 
totality of the human experience. He does not 
shy away from the consequences that 
destructive thinking and behaving has on self 
and others, but he does not stop there. He 
stresses the necessity of consequence for 
learning to be thorough and transformative. In 
other words, he validates the need for 
suffering in order for humans to mature in 
mind, heart, and faith. His message makes 
clear that apart from failure, there are many 
lessons that cannot be learned – lessons of 
compassion, humility, and perseverance. 

Veach addresses the self-defeating 
inner speech that many young people 
experience especially in response to 

disappointments. He challenges the reader to 
measure the negative assumptions they make 
and beliefs they hold against the claims of 
scripture. Feelings are put into proper context 
by illustrating how misleading they can be 
through detailing how feelings led Biblical 
characters into all sorts of scenarios that 
proved disastrous, and how obedience to God 
would have spared them much grief. But 
again, he follows up with how God remained 
true to His Word and faithful to His promise 
of forgiveness and love. He redeemed those 
who turned back to Him even after the vilest 
of transgressions. Hope is offered through 
repeated evidence of grace. 

The heaviness of the book’s subject 
matter is somewhat relieved through the 
author’s use of humor and casual speech that 
is more easily digested by teenage and young 
adult readers. Though the book’s messages of 
hope, transformation, and renewal are 
applicable to people of all ages, the tone and 
casual manner in which the book is written 
targets the youth. Heavily laced with scripture, 
the invitation to follow Christ is made from 
page to page. The importance of trusting Him 
more than trusting one’s own thoughts and 
feelings is highlighted and reinforced.  The 
case for relevancy of scripture to 
contemporary problems in living is made by 
detailing the struggles of the prophets and 
disciples and drawing parallels to today’s 
dilemmas.  

The author’s stated purpose of the 
book is to help readers to move forward with 
deeper faith, a clarified purpose, and with 
greater hope. His assumption is that most 
people suffer disappointments in life from 
broken dreams or moral failures. His personal 
experience of these along with bearing witness 
to it as a pastor fueled his desire to reach out 
with words of encouragement from scripture 
to combat false beliefs that can render a 
person debilitated. His offer of hope is rooted 
in God’s proven grace in the lives of many 
that are recorded in both the old and new 
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testaments of scripture as well as his own 
experience of grace that sustained and 
renewed him in his own journey through a 
valley of brokenness. Faith Forward Future is 
recommend-worthy for teen and young adults 
who need encouragement to persevere through 
hard seasons.  
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Alberto R. Gonzales’ autobiography provides 
an interesting glimpse into the inner workings 
of his role in the Bush administration in the 
years following 911. Perhaps even more 
fascinating was his own life story, following 
his personal journey from a child of Mexican 
immigrants to becoming Secretary of State of 
Texas, Texas Supreme Court Justice, and the 
United States Attorney General.  

The book starts on September 9, 2001 
and details Gonzales’ learning of the attacks 
and his immediate actions thereafter. This 
opening foray provides a sense of the trauma 
and uncertainty on that historic day as 
Gonzales split his energies between concern 
for his family’s safety while meeting with 
other White House officials, including 
President Bush. This chapter also sets the 
stage for the rest of the book as most of the 
controversial aspects of Gonzales’ carrier 
center on his role in the United States 
government’s response to the 911 attacks. The 
book consists of thirty-nine chapters 
examining Gonzales’ rise to power from 

humble beginnings.  Naturally, most of the 
book centers on his time as United States 
Attorney General while providing background 
on his steps leading to this position.  

Gonzales’ rise to Washington D.C. 
insider is a classic American success story. 
His parents, Mexican immigrants, had grade 
school educations. His father worked in 
construction while his mother raised eight 
children in a two-bedroom home with no 
telephone or hot water. Gonzales had a 
complicated relationship with his father. On 
the one hand, young Alberto’s father modeled 
family loyalty, hard work, and a positive spirit 
– values which carried Gonzales throughout 
his life. On the other hand, his father was an 
alcoholic, which led to domestic problems in 
the home. Consequently, Gonzales became a 
teetotaler and modeled his spiritual life after 
his mother, who was a dedicated Christian. 
Indeed, the biography is peppered with 
references to prayer and devotion, which were 
consistently important aspects of Gonzales’s 
identity throughout his life. Following a 
successful academic and athletic high school 
career, Gonzales joined the Air Force. After 
his enlistment he was accepted into the Air 
Force Academy, transferred to Rice 
University and eventually attended Harvard 
Law School.  Gonzales’ humble account of 
this meteoric rise contains gratitude for those 
who helped him along the way and downplays 
the intellectual talent, grit, and determination 
that are necessary to make such advances.    

Much of the second half of the book 
reads like a summary of the important events 
of his days as a Washington insider. These 
chapters cover the controversial aspects of his 
career and the pages are filled with exacting 
detail including meeting times with individual 
players and summaries of these conversations. 
Perhaps not surprisingly, Gonzales’ 
recollections provide justification for his 
various decisions. Likewise, the book 
supplements these particulars with pithy 
quotes that support Gonzales’ specific 
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viewpoints. For example, on the need for 
increased surveillance following 911, he 
writes, “At times, identifying a threat to our 
country or gather intelligence to prevent 
another attack was like trying to find a needle 
in a haystack, Now imagine that you do not 
even have a haystack!” (297)  

While one might expect this type of 
defense in almost any autobiography of a 
powerful Washington operator, what is 
missing from this story is contemplation of the 
criticism and seriousness of these decisions. 
Gonzales has had time to ruminate over the 
support of the use of controversial 
surveillance methods and “enhanced 
interrogation techniques,” which some would 
more simply describe as “torture.” There is, 
however, little deep reflection, pause or doubt 
regarding the correctness of these decisions.                                                               

Thus, in many ways the book delivers 
what one would expect: a classic American 
rise from the lowest ranks of society to the 
highest echelons of power in Washington D.C. 
combined with an insider’s view of the Bush 
administration both in Texas and in the White 
House. For the general public, Gonzales’ story 
offers a fascinating journey as the child of 
Mexican immigrants to the inner circle of the 
White House. This book will also be of 
interest to politicos concerned with the inner 
workings of the Bush administration, 
particularly in its response to the 911 attacks.  

 

Jesus Politics: How to Win Back 
the Soul of America 

Author: Phil Robertson 

Publisher: Thomas Nelson, 2020 

Reviewed by Rick Crawford, Ph.D., 
Shorter University 

Phil Robertson’s recent book Jesus Politics: 
How to Win Back the Soul of America is, all 
things considered, a pretty easy read.  The 
chapters are short, the topic is always timely, 
and – in the understatement of the young 
millennium – the writing style isn’t exactly 
stuffy.  For example, don’t skip the part early 
in Chapter 2 where Robertson talks about 
what happened to his couch after a flood!  
Indeed, the book is pretty much what anyone 
with any familiarity at all with the Duck 
Commander himself would likely expect. 

That said, however, the light (I won’t 
say “redneck”) writing style found in many 
parts of the book does not overwhelm the 
seriousness of the topic.  Without question, 
Robertson offers an obviously heartfelt 
description of the current condition of 
America and what Christians should do about 
it. 

Forced to offer a criticism of the book, 
my main one would be Robertson’s use of the 
term “politics.”  At first blush, this sounds 
very much like the tired narrative of 
Christians’ misplaced reliance on political 
activism as the primary method of influencing 
America.  Several decades of this approach 
have gotten us nowhere, and a good argument 
can be made that it – or perhaps more 
correctly the extremely partisan behavior that 
has developed from it – has actually been 
counter-productive. 

Ultimately, however, I’m not quite 
sure if that’s what Robertson means by his use 
of the term.  On one hand, his lists of “action 
items” usually emphasize political behavior.  
Further, for example, in the abortion chapter 
he writes that “[w]e’re to use our votes to put 
people in office who will work to end this 
awful American genocide.  And where our 
political action is ineffective (emphasis 
added), we’re to use our time, money, and 
influence to persuade others to protect life” (p. 
82). 

On the other hand, Robertson clearly 
speaks against a partisan approach, writing 
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that “I’m more interested in advancing 
policies that align with the kingdom of heaven 
than I am in advancing the agenda of any 
political party” (p. xx).  Elsewhere, he writes 
that “[t]he problem with our country isn’t a 
problem that can be solved by any particular 
political party” (p. 4) and “…don’t play the 
partisan games of the day.  Don’t buy the lie 
that one side has it all together.  Instead, pay 
attention to the individual politicians and their 
platforms” (p. 168). 

All that said, the real story of the book 
is to be found in the many examples of how 
Robertson and his immediate family have 
been the hands and feet of Jesus to those who 
found themselves in a rough patch.  These 
stories range from the truck for Red (p. 28) to 
Robertson’s wife (Miss Kay, for those who 
don’t already know) meeting the young 
woman in distress after hours at the crisis 
pregnancy center (p. 83) to the heroin addict 
who randomly showed up at church one 
Sunday (p. 158) to many others in between. 

In sum, it’s a story of Jesus followers 
using what they have to do what they can 
where they are.  A big downside to our 
misplaced emphasis on political activism is 
that many Christians get so caught up in it that 
they forget to be disciples.  They think their 
responsibility has ended when they simply 
show up and “vote right.”  In reality, their 
responsibility hasn’t even begun at that point.  
After all, the last thing Jesus told us before 
leaving this earth was to go and make 
disciples (Matthew 28: 19-20), not to go and 
win elections.  Ultimately, Christians getting 
back to an emphasis on doing what we can 
where we are with what we have will do more 
to reshape American than any degree of 
political activism. 

 Finally, Robertson’s approach 
to the anger and division in contemporary 
America – especially in the political process – 
is worth noting.  Specifically, Christians are to 
do all we can to cultivate a culture of mercy 
and forgiveness (Chapter 9).  It’s amazing 

sometimes how our response to a very simple 
situation can advance this front, as illustrated 
by the very funny story about Robertson’s son 
Jase asking an employee for directions to the 
restroom in a fancy New York hotel (I won’t 
spoil it).  The Bible teaches us that we are to 
be about “…speaking the truth in love” 
(Epesians 4:15; emphasis added).  We 
Christians can get so busy convincing 
ourselves that what we think is truth that we 
forget all about the love part.  Unfortunately, 
that’s the part that can help us do the best in 
influencing the culture around us. 

All things considered, Robertson’s 
book is worth a rather entertaining read.  His 
example will challenge us, if only we are 
willing to let it. 
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The book Loving My Actual Neighbor: 7 
Practices to Treasure the People Right in 
Front of You gives advice on how to follow 
one of the most important commandments 
outlined by Christ: Love your neighbor as you 
would yourself. Alexandra Kuykendall 
explains fleshly habits in the simplest of forms 
and ways that Christians can overcome each 
of them. In the spirit of Easter, this book 
innately correlates the similarities between the 
Friday Jesus was hung on the cross and the 
Sunday he rose again. It is filled with real life 
stories of living in a broken world where it 
always seems like the “Friday that Jesus died” 
and how to make the best of your time while 
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waiting for Him to rise again. Kuykendall 
explains “We know the hope of Jesus 
overcoming death, and yet our days are found 
in a fallen world in the shadows of Good 
Friday. Life on this Earth is in the Holy 
Saturday Space” (21). This is referred to as 
Saturday living.  

Loving your neighbor has never been 
so simple than in this how-to, step by step 
guidebook. An interesting refresher is how 
this book gently reminds the reader that we 
are not the center of the universe. On page 30, 
Alexandra states “I am neither the boss of the 
world nor the expert in everything”. This 
reminds the reader that we should be walking 
more humbly than we are now. We are not the 
judge or jury, rather we are brothers and 
sisters in Christ who had to come to the cross 
for help. We are called as a people to walk 
alongside our neighbors and show them the 
kind of love Jesus has for us, without 
assuming that we are in any part responsible 
for their commitment to Christ. Again, Christ 
alone can save souls.  

This book is filled with many points to 
make certain that you are checking in with 
yourself. How can I best love my neighbor? 
How can I get “self” out of the way? Am I 
doing it for the right reasons? Specifically, in 
the chapter about “Asking Questions to 
Learn”, we are reminded to “ask questions 
with only the intent to learn” rather than 
questions that do not reflect genuine curiosity. 
All too often we are concerned about 
ourselves. Kuykendall writes in a way that 
challenges us to ask our neighbor questions 
with the only intention being intuitive 
listening.  

It is full of real-world advice on how 
to change your perspective on loving your 
neighbor. Kuykendall puts these practices into 
use by encouraging her family to live this life. 
As talked about on page 105, she frequently 
speaks with her children about having “the 
courage to feel, question, stay, be honest, 
admit you are wrong, disagree, and to act”. 

She dives in deep to each of these issues, 
explaining how to put them in to action.  

From the title, this book may seem like 
you are only loving the person across the 
street or next door to your house. However, it 
is consisting of those we meet in common 
places we might go to, such as church, parks, 
grocery stores, the daycare, the drug store, etc. 
On the other hand, we are also encouraged to 
love those people Jesus sought out in places 
we would not normally go: the “rough side of 
town”, smoke shops, bars. If we come across 
these people, we should love them despite 
their differences in the same way Jesus did. 
She explains that “Our attention, time, 
influence, skills and influence can all be given 
for our neighbors benefit” (171). We are 
called to go above and beyond for our 
neighbors.  

Overall, if you are looking for a book 
that will help you figure out or remind you 
exactly what it means to love people, this one 
is for you. It will help you evaluate and 
humble yourself by pointing to Christ and His 
work on the cross, and Kuykendall provides 
excellent resources at the end of her book to 
ensure success. The time to get to know that 
person down the street is now! 

 

 

 


